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Magnetic properties and magnetocaloric effect (MCE) of intermetallic $R$FeSi ($R = \text{Tb and Dy}$) compounds have been investigated systematically. The $R$FeSi compounds undergo a second-order magnetic transition from ferromagnetic to paramagnetic states with the variation of temperature. The Curie temperatures determined from magnetization measurements are 110 K and 70 K for TbFeSi and DyFeSi, respectively, which are quite close to the liquefaction temperatures of natural gas (111 K) and nitrogen (77 K). Both compounds exhibit nearly same large MCE around their respective ordering temperatures. For a low magnetic field change of 1 T, the maximum values of magnetic entropy change $-\Delta S_M$ and adiabatic temperature change $\Delta T_{ad}$ are 5.3 J/kg K and 2.1 K for TbFeSi, 4.8 J/kg K and 1.7 K for DyFeSi, respectively. Furthermore, a composite material based on (Tb1−xDyx)FeSi compounds is designed theoretically by using a numerical method, and it exhibits a constant $-\Delta S_{com}$ of ~1.4 J/kg K for a field change of 1 T in the wide temperature range of 67–108 K, satisfying the requirement of Ericsson-cycle magnetic refrigeration over the liquefaction temperatures of nitrogen and natural gas. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

Recently, magnetic refrigeration based on magnetocaloric effect (MCE) has emerged as one of the most promising technologies due to its various advantages in comparison with conventional vapor-compression refrigeration.1,2 In addition to room-temperature magnetocaloric materials, much attention has also been paid to the materials with large MCE at low temperature due to their potential applications in refrigeration for gas liquefaction.3,4 Therefore, it is of importance to exploit magnetic refrigerants that exhibit large MCE especially around the liquefaction temperatures of nitrogen (77 K) and natural gas (111 K). In response to the variation of magnetic field, the magnitude of MCE can be characterized by magnetic entropy change ($\Delta S_M$) and/or adiabatic temperature change ($\Delta T_{ad}$).5,6 Besides, refrigerant capacity ($RC$) has been considered as another important criterion to quantify the heat transferred in the thermodynamic cycle. It has been found that many materials with first-order phase transition (FOPT) exhibit large $\Delta S_M$ and $\Delta T_{ad}$ around the transition temperature.7–9 However, FOPT is often accompanied by considerable thermal and magnetic hystereses, which always reduce the effective $RC$.10,11 In contrast, many second-order phase transition (SOP) materials present reversible MCE and large $RC$ over a broad temperature region.12,13 In addition, it is known that the maximum field supplied by a permanent magnet is usually lower than 2 T. Therefore, it is preferable to develop magnetocaloric materials with SOP which exhibit large reversible MCE under low magnetic field change (e.g., 1 T).

Magnetic refrigeration systems based on Ericsson cycle, which consists of two isothermal and two isofield steps, have been considered to be quite suitable to real refrigeration applications.14,15 Thermodynamic analysis shows that an ideal Ericsson cycle requires constant $\Delta S_M$ as a function of temperature over the operating temperature range.5 This condition is difficult to be satisfied by single magnetocaloric material, in which $\Delta S_M$ falls off rapidly away from the transition temperature. In contrast, composite magnetic materials have been considered as the most promising choice to accomplish the requirement of Ericsson cycle since composites can lead to almost constant $\Delta S_M$ over an enlarged temperature span.3,16 In this context, a series of materials with varying transition temperatures and similar $\Delta S_M$ are desirable for the design of composite magnetocaloric materials.17

In previous studies, we found that ErFeSi exhibits a large reversible MCE around 22 K under relatively low magnetic field change (i.e., 2 T), suggesting ErFeSi as the attractive candidate for magnetic refrigerants around liquid hydrogen temperature.4 In this letter, we further report the magnetic properties and MCE of $R$FeSi ($R = \text{Tb and Dy}$) compounds.

The $R$FeSi ($R = \text{Tb and Dy}$) were synthesized by arc-melting appropriate proportion of constituent components in a water-cooled copper hearth under purified argon atmosphere.
The purities of constituent elements are better than 99.9 wt.% with major impurities, given as wt. ppm, as follows: Tb (O < 100, Fe < 200, Si < 100), Dy (O < 200, Fe < 200, Si < 100), Fe (O < 56, Ca < 19, Ni < 12), and Si (Fe < 200, Al < 200, Ca < 10). The obtained ingots (~10 g in the shape of button) were sealed in a high-vacuum quartz tube, annealed at 1373 K for 35 days, and then quenched into liquid nitrogen. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed at room temperature by using Cu $K\alpha$ radiation. The Rietveld refinements based on XRD patterns confirm that both samples crystallize in a single phase with tetragonal CeFeSi-type structure (space group $P4/nmm$), and the lattice parameters are $a = 3.986(5)$ Å and $c = 6.777(7)$ Å for TbFeSi, $a = 3.968(4)$ Å and $c = 6.762(6)$ Å for DyFeSi, respectively. These results are in a good agreement with the values in earlier reports.$^{19,20}$ Magnetizations were measured by employing a MPMS SQUID VSM magnetometer from Quantum Design Inc, and the samples are small particles of 1.83 and 2.42 mg for TbFeSi and DyFeSi, respectively. The specific heat capacities were measured by using a physical property measurement system (PPMS) from Quantum Design Inc, and the samples are 9.82 and 10.48 mg in the shape of thin slice for TbFeSi and DyFeSi, respectively.

The temperature ($T$) dependences of zero-field-cooling (ZFC) and field-cooling (FC) magnetizations ($M$) were measured in 0.05 T as shown in Fig. 1(a). These compounds undergo a ferromagnetic (FM) to paramagnetic (PM) transition, and the Curie temperatures ($T_C$), corresponding to the peak of $dM/dT$-$T$ curve (inset (a1) of Fig. 1(a)), are 110 K and 70 K for TbFeSi and DyFeSi, respectively. The $T_C$ values in this work are much different from the results in Ref. 20. In order to confirm the results, several $R$FeSi ($R = $ Tb and Dy) compounds were prepared in the same way as described above, and it turned out that all samples with same composition exhibit the same transition temperatures. We assume that the large difference of $T_C$ may be mainly caused by the different heat treatment techniques (2 weeks at 1173 K in Ref. 20), which might influence the homogeneity of samples and result in different compositions of matrix phases. In addition, these $T_C$'s are quite close to the liquefaction temperatures of nitrogen (77 K) and natural gas (111 K), indicating the potential applications of $R$FeSi ($R = $ Tb and Dy) in these temperature ranges. An unusual discrepancy between ZFC and FC curves can be observed in PM state (inset (a2) of Fig. 1(a)), suggesting the existence of short-range FM correlations just above $T_C$.$^{21,22}$ Fig. 1(b) displays the $M$-$T$ curves for TbFeSi in various magnetic fields. It is clearly seen that the magnetization enhances with increasing magnetic field. Meanwhile, the increase of magnetic field also results in a slow magnetic transition and a slight increase of $T_C$ from 110 K at 0.05 T to 115 K at 5 T, corresponding to the typical behavior of FM-PM transition. Similar phenomenon is also observed in DyFeSi. The temperature dependence of the inverse dc susceptibilities ($\chi^{-1}$) in 1 T and the Curie-Weiss fit for $R$FeSi are presented in the inset of Fig. 1(b). Above their respective ordering temperatures, the magnetic susceptibilities obey the Curie-Weiss law. The values of PM Curie temperature ($\theta_p$) and effective magnetic moment ($\mu_{\text{eff}}$) are $\theta_p = 90$ K and $\mu_{\text{eff}} = 10.28 \mu_B$ for TbFeSi, $\theta_p = 69$ K and $\mu_{\text{eff}} = 11.41 \mu_B$ for DyFeSi, respectively. The $\mu_{\text{eff}}$ values are close to the free ion moments of Tb$^{3+}$ (9.72 $\mu_B$) and Dy$^{3+}$ (10.63 $\mu_B$), implying the absence of localized magnetic moment on Fe atoms in $R$FeSi.$^{20}$

Figure 2 shows the magnetization isotherms of $R$FeSi ($R = $ Tb and Dy). The magnetization below $T_C$ increases rapidly at low fields and tends to saturate with increasing field, indicating the typical FM behavior. At temperatures well above $T_C$, the magnetization isotherms show strong curvatures at low fields, confirming the presence of short-range FM correlations above $T_C$. To investigate the magnetic reversibility, the $M$-$H$ curves of $R$FeSi around their respective $T_C$ were measured in field increasing and decreasing modes. No magnetic hysteresis is observed in these isotherms, indicating the perfect reversibility of magnetic transitions. Furthermore, the Arrott plots (not shown here) of both compounds show positive slopes around $T_C$, proving the characteristic of second-order magnetic transition.$^{26}$ In addition, it is also found that the $T_C$ values, determined from Arrott plots,$^{27,28}$ are 110 and 69.6 K for TbFeSi and DyFeSi, respectively, which are in a great agreement with the values from thermomagnetic curves.

The heat capacity ($C_P$) curves for $R$FeSi ($R = $ Tb and Dy) in 0 and 2 T are presented in Fig. 3. The distinct $\lambda$-type
peaks in 0 T are observed around 105 K and 66 K for TbFeSi and DyFeSi, respectively, corresponding to the SOPT as observed in magnetic measurements. The peaks at their respective $T_C$ are gradually broadened and suppressed with the increase of magnetic field, suggesting the typical characteristic of ferromagnet.\(^5\) The presence of heat capacity peak is caused by the heat absorption during phase transition, which is utilized in randomization of magnetic moments around $T_C$. When magnetic field is applied, the process of randomization of magnetic moments would spread out over a wide temperature range, and thus broadening the maximum peak.\(^7,29\)

As mentioned before, the magnitude of MCE can be characterized by $\Delta S_M$ and/or $\Delta T_{ad}$. It is well known that the $\Delta S_M$ can be calculated either from the magnetization isotherms by using Maxwell relation $\Delta S_M(T, H) = \int_0^H (\partial M/\partial T)_{\mu} dH$ or from the heat capacity by using the equation $\Delta S_M(T) = \int_0^T [C_H(T) - C_0(T)]/TdT$, respectively.\(^30\) However, sometimes there is a large difference between the values from the two methods due to either false calculation of Maxwell relation or the poor contact between sample and measuring platform during heat capacity measurement.\(^6,31\) Here, we choose Maxwell relation to calculate $\Delta S_M$, which is more widely used\(^8,32,33\) so that would be easy to compare our results with those of most others. Figure 4(a) shows the temperature dependence of $\Delta S_M$ under different magnetic field changes. For comparison, the $\Delta S_M$ values for a field change of 2 T were also calculated from heat capacity data and are shown in Fig. 4(a). The results obtained from different methods are nearly consistent with each other as observed in other SOPT compounds.\(^23,30\) For a field change of 1 T, the maximum $-\Delta S_M$ values are 5.3 and 4.8 J/kg K for TbFeSi and DyFeSi, respectively. This large MCE under low field change is preferable to practical applications since the magnetic field of 1 T can be supplied by a permanent magnet.

As the most important criterion to evaluate MCE of magnetic refrigerants, the $\Delta T_{ad}$ was calculated by using the

\[
\Delta S_M(T) = \int_0^T [C_H(T) - C_0(T)]/TdT
\]

\[
\Delta T_{ad}(T) = \int_0^T C_0(T)/TdC_0
\]

in Fig. 4(a). The solid line indicates the $\Delta S_M$ under a field change of 2 T calculated from heat capacity measurements. (a) Temperature dependence of $\Delta S_M$ for $RFeSi (R = \text{Tb and Dy})$ in 0 and 2 T. The temperature was changed in steps of 1 or 2 K in the vicinity of $T_C$, and it was in 5 K steps for temperature further away from $T_C$.

(b) Temperature dependence of $\Delta T_{ad}$ for $RFeSi (R = \text{Tb and Dy})$ under the magnetic field changes of 1, 2, and 5 T, respectively.
TABLE I. The ordering temperature $T_{ord}$, the magnetic entropy change $\Delta S_M$, and adiabatic temperature change $\Delta T_{ad}$ for RFeSi ($R = \text{Tb}$ and $\text{Dy}$) and some other refrigerant materials with a magnetic ordering temperature in the similar temperature range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>$T_{ord}$ (K)</th>
<th>$\Delta S_M$ (J/kg K)</th>
<th>$\Delta T_{ad}$ (K)</th>
<th>Refs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NdFeAl</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tb$_5$Si$_2$Ge$_2$</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TbAl$_2$</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TbFeSi</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TbCoAl</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho$_5$Si$_4$</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EuO</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DyFeSi</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\Delta T_{ad} = -\Delta S(T, H) \times T / C_P(T, H_0)$, where $C_P(T, H_0)$ is zero-field heat capacity. Figure 4(b) shows the temperature dependence of $\Delta T_{ad}$ under different magnetic field changes. The maximum $\Delta T_{ad}$ values under a field change of 1T are 2.1 and 1.7 K for TbFeSi and DyFeSi, respectively. In order to get a better comparison of MCE, the MCE of RFeSi and some other refrigerant materials with similar magnetic transition temperatures are listed in Table I. It can be seen that the MCEs of RFeSi ($R = \text{Tb}$ and $\text{Dy}$) are comparable with those of other materials in the similar temperature range, suggesting the applicability of these compounds around the liquefaction temperatures of nitrogen and natural gas.

Another feature worth noticing is the nearly same magnitude of MCE for TbFeSi and DyFeSi. As mentioned before, an ideal Ericsson cycle requires constant $\Delta S_M$ over a large temperature range. Considering the same crystal structure with similar lattice parameters for TbFeSi and DyFeSi, it is easy to expect that a series of (Tb$_{1-x}$Dy$_x$)FeSi compounds with different ordering temperatures but similar magnitude of $\Delta S_M$ could be prepared to fulfill the required conditions. Assuming that (1) the $T_C$ of (Tb$_{1-x}$Dy$_x$)FeSi varies with respect to the de Gennes factor,34 and (2) there is no interaction between Tb$^{3+}$ and Dy$^{3+}$ ions,17 the values of $T_C$ and $\Delta S_M$ for (Tb$_{1-x}$Dy$_x$)FeSi can be estimated theoretically by using following equations:

$$T_C = (1-x)T_{C_{Tb}} + xT_{C_{Dy}},$$

$$\Delta S(T, H) = (1-x)\Delta S_{Tb}(T_{C_{Tb}} + \Delta T, H) + x\Delta S_{Dy}(T_{C_{Dy}} + \Delta T, H),$$

where $T_{C_{Tb}}$ and $\Delta S_{Tb}$ are the $T_C$ and $\Delta S_M$ for TbFeSi, $T_{C_{Dy}}$ and $\Delta S_{Dy}$ are the $T_C$ and $\Delta S_M$ for DyFeSi, and $\Delta T = T - T_C$. Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of calculated $\Delta S_M$ for (Tb$_{1-x}$Dy$_x$)FeSi under a field change of 1T. This series of compounds exhibit nearly same $\Delta S_M$ peaks from 67 to 108 K. Based on these compounds, a composite material can be formed and the optimum mass ratio $y_i$ of each component, determined by using a numerical method,16 is as follows: $y_1 = 19.43$ wt. %, $y_2 = 13.32$ wt. %, $y_3 = 13.47$ wt. %, $y_4 = 13.74$ wt. %, $y_5 = 15.08$ wt. %, and $y_6 = 24.96$ wt. % for $x = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, \text{and 1.0}$, respectively. The magnetic entropy change of this composite can be estimated by using the equation $\Delta S_{com} = \sum_{i=1}^6 y_i \Delta S_i$ and is shown in Fig. 5. It is seen that the composite exhibits a constant $-\Delta S_{com}$ of $\sim 1.4$ J/kg K in the wide temperature range. Besides, the $R_C$ value of composite, calculated by integrating numerically the area under the $\Delta S_M-T$ curve with defining the temperatures at half maximum of peak as the integration limits,35 is 64 J/kg for a field change of 1T, which is 49% and 64% higher than those of TbFeSi (43 J/kg) and DyFeSi (39 J/kg). This result suggests that the composite can be a good candidate of magnetic refrigerants for Ericsson cycle in the temperature range of 67–108 K.

In summary, TbFeSi and DyFeSi show a second-order FM-PM transition around $T_C = 110$ K and 70 K, respectively. No magnetic hysteresis is observed in both compounds, suggesting the perfect reversibility of magnetic transitions. The maximum values of $-\Delta S_M$ and $\Delta T_{ad}$ under a low field change of 1T are 5.3 J/kg K and 2.1 K for TbFeSi, 4.8 J/kg K and 1.7 K for DyFeSi, respectively. Moreover, theoretical analysis suggests that a series of (Tb$_{1-x}$Dy$_x$)FeSi compounds may exhibit similar $\Delta S_M$ in a wide temperature range, and then a composite material based on these compounds is proposed to work for magnetic refrigeration with Ericsson cycle over the liquefaction temperatures of nitrogen and natural gas.
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